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Get Social with Grimaldi’s Pizzeria’s Debut Stoking Hour
Stoking Social Hour features food and drink specials
as well as the new Coalition pairing
Click To Tweet: [http://ctt.ec/0D5cx] .@GrimaldisPizza debuts first-ever #StokingSocialHour
from 3:30-6p Mon-Fri w/ food & drink specials! #GrimaldisPizza #SocialHour

LAS VEGAS, Nev. – Grimaldi’s Pizzeria debuts its first-ever Stoking Social Hour,
offering guests food and drink specials from 3:30 p.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday.
By utilizing its coal-brick ovens, Grimaldi’s cooks its crispy, famous pizzas and calzones
at a temperature of approximately one thousand degrees. Once the oven is lit and hot, it
never cools down. To ensure the high temperature stays consistent, staff members must
stoke – or tend to – the fire twice a day, first in the morning and again at 4 p.m. daily.
During the stoking hour, Grimaldi’s is now offering a special menu that features $2 off
draft beer, $2 off glasses of wine and $2 off Antipasto & Bruschetta ($2 off signature
cocktails will be available at the Palazzo and Fashion Show locations only) to patrons
who dine-in. Also included in the menu is the Coalition; a pairing featuring a bottle of
wine plus choice of Bruschetta Trio or small Antipasto for $30.*
Both the Stoking Social Hour and Coalition pairing are available at all Grimaldi’s
Pizzeria locations in Las Vegas.
Photos are available upon request.
* Price to vary monthly depending on the featured bottle of wine
About Grimaldi’s Pizzeria:
In the world of pizza, Grimaldi’s is an institution that has garnered more awards than any
other pizzeria in the country with more celebrity sightings than most 5-star
restaurants. Using only the freshest ingredients, a “secret recipe” pizza sauce, handmade
mozzarella cheese and dough, Grimaldi’s serves traditional pizza (as it began in Naples,
Italy) in an upscale yet casual, family oriented pizzeria. The intense heat of the oven
evenly bakes the pies to create Grimaldi’s famous crispy and smoky thin crust that Zagat
has voted best pizza year after year. Grimaldi’s Pizzeria has five locations in Las Vegas

and one in Sparks, Nev. Las Vegas locations include The Shoppes at The Palazzo,
Rainbow and 215, Boca Park Fashion Village The Fashion Show Mall and Richmar Plaza.
The Sparks restaurant is located in The Legends at Sparks Marina.
For more information on Grimaldi’s Pizzeria visit www.grimaldispizzeria.com.
“Like” Grimaldi’s Pizzeria on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/GrimaldisPizzeria
Follow Grimaldi’s Pizzeria on Twitter: www.twitter.com/grimaldispizza
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